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Executive Summary

•

Insurance leaders face a number of challenges with their
commercial underwriting, which is expensive to deliver, informed
by poor data, and highly reliant on inefficient and manual
processes.

•

Banking, investment and loan underwriting companies are
embracing artificial intelligence and API platforms to reduce the
cost of delivering their services, and leverage a competitive data
advantage.

•

APIs will accelerate the transformation of the insurance industry,
by providing the enabling technology to automate low level
underwriting tasks, and combine these tasks into reliable and
controllable business workflows.

•

The Cytora API Platform provides flexible API components to
build efficient underwriting processes, reducing expenses and
achieving profitable growth in e-trade, direct and open market
underwriting.

•

A typical route to adoption involves an insurer working with
a technology partner to first address a specific underwriting
inefficiency, with progressive adoption of the platform throughout
the organisation as value is proved.

•

By reimagining underwriting using an API platform, insurers can
find new efficiencies, improve operating ratios and enhance
customer experiences.
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Glossary

API
An API (Application Programming Interface) provides an interface between two
systems that specifies how software components should interact.
API platform
An API platform provides a single access point for data and analytics products, as
well as programmatically consumable APIs that create a foundation for automation
throughout an organisation.
Artificial intelligence
In artificial intelligence (AI) computers apply statistical learning techniques to find
patterns in complex data. AI can make highly accurate predictions about the world
and make human-like decisions.
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01.
Commercial underwriting is ready
for transformation
Insurance executives face a number of challenges with their commercial underwriting in
the years ahead. Commercial underwriting is expensive to deliver, and cover is difficult for
policy-holders to purchase. Whereas personal lines insurers have made strides towards using
technology to improve underwriting ratios, reduce operating costs and enhance customer
experiences, commercial underwriting has changed little in the past decade. Meanwhile, digital
banks and disruptors from outside the industry are making inroads into the P&C market.
In this white paper we explore how insurers can adopt several linked technologies – API
platforms, artificial intelligence and big data – to make underwriting operations more efficient
and competitive, similar to how companies in banking, investment and loan underwriting have
transformed their respective industries.
Insurers are at different stages of adoption of these technologies, but our experience reveals
some trends that the industry would benefit from addressing:
•

Submission data is generally poor and inconsistently provided by brokers and cedants, and
suffers from omissions and rekeying errors.

•

Underwriting is highly manual, and more than 50% of time is spent on low-value tasks like
data acquisition and data entry.

•

The underwriting process is complex, involving many handoffs between different parties
and regularly taking as much as 7 days to return a quote to market.

APIs (Application Programming Interfaces; see Glossary) make it easy for insurers to consume
and combine data and analytics products in order to augment and automate underwriting
processes. By building on an API platform insurers can flexibly adopt API services and integrate
them whenever and wherever they provide business benefit, helping to make underwriting
processes more efficient, and delivering value to shareholders and policyholders alike.
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02.
API platforms drive efficiency
in business
In the face of these challenges, insurers are exploring ways to make the delivery of commercial
insurace faster, cheaper and more accurate. Insurers can draw lessons from related industries
that are in the midst of their own technological revolution. In particular, banking, investment and
loan underwriting companies are embracing artificial intelligence, big data, cloud services and
API platforms to reduce the cost of delivering their services, and leverage a competitive data
advantage (Figure 1). These platforms have helped these organisations quickly consume and
combine a range of API services to create efficiency and reach new markets.
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Figure 1. By moving to platform-based orchestration of API services leading companies have reinvented themselves as data-driven
entities who understand the physical and digital world in real time, automate low-level tasks to operate at lower cost bases, and react
quickly and decisively to changes in market conditions. Commercial insurance will follow the same trajectory.

An API platform for insurance underwriting provides a single access point for commercial
underwriting data and analytics products, as well as programmatically consumable APIs that
create a foundation for automation throughout an organisation. The individual APIs enable
business teams to independently automate low-level tasks. By assembling these API building
blocks insurers can drive increasing efficiency of complex underwriting journeys.
Insurers are now beginning to transition towards platform-based orchestration of services
for underwriting. Thanks to forward looking executives, and a new breed of digital MGAs,
some players are already well placed to navigate this transition. Through adopting a platform
approach, insurers can benefit from streamlined IT systems, automation of low-level tasks,
decreased time to quote, and improved portfolio analytics to guide strategic decision making.
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03.
API automation increases
underwriting productivity
Insurance underwriting is a complex workflow, dominated by manual tasks and handoffs
between different parties (Figure 2). While personal lines have moved to automated and
programmatic approaches, these technologies have yet to make a significant impact on
commercial insurance. Nonetheless, the commercial underwriting workflow remains an
excellent candidate for augmentation with data and AI.
APIs provide the enabling technology to both rapidly tackle low level underwriting tasks, and
combine these tasks into reliable and controllable business workflows. For example, an insurer
might query APIs for granular information about a risk – like local crime rates, or building level
flood risk. By combining this information with hosted rules and business logic the insurer could
automate the transitions from task to task – if a flood risk score is below a certain threshold,
then the submission could move forward automatically; a high flood score could initiate an
automatic recheck with a second provider.
By taking a high-level view of the end-to-end workflow insurers can use APIs to support or
automate tasks to help rapidly quote and bind each submission. Logs could be automatically
generated at each step to aid portfolio management and underwriting strategy.

Manual
underwriting
workflow

Cytora Flow

Cytora API

Figure 2. Commercial underwriting workflows are excellent candidates for augmentation with data and AI. Each transition in this new
business workflow is historically an inefficient manual (or semi-manual) process. By querying APIs, insurers can immediately obtain
the information and decision support to address the task at each node. The API Platform provides the foundation for combining APIs
to automate the business flow (and for example to quickly transition a verified submission to a prioritised state). By combining APIs,
insurers can help underwriters hand off their low-level information gathering and structuring work to the APIs and spend more time on
value-add decisions.
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04.
The Cytora API Platform for
commercial insurance
As insurers consider how to adopt data science and technology, the Cytora API Platform
provides flexible API components to help reduce expenses and achieve profitable growth
in e-trade, direct and open market underwriting. Insurers use the Platform APIs to obtain
granular information about each risk and set rules to control automation along the underwriting
workflow. In addition, a series of prebuilt API products (Verify, Prioritise, Select) allow insurers
to quickly access API services that address their most valuable business use cases (Figure 3).

Figure 3. The Cytora API Platform lets insurers build, customise and deploy underwriting components to support digital transformation.
The APIs are powered by a risk engine that uses AI to connect and drive insights from massive amounts of internal and external data.

For insurance executives navigating a path through digital transformation, the Cytora API
platform offers flexible entry points, and enables business teams to quickly find efficiencies in
their day-to-day operations:
•

Use data APIs to verify and correct submission data provided by brokers and cedants, to
reduce the time spent chasing and checking missing data and minimise rekeying errors.

•

Use task-based APIs to reduce the time spent on data acquisition and data entry, freeing up
as much as 50% of underwriter time that is currently spent on these low-level tasks.

•

Use workflow orchestration APIs to combine task-based APIs into automated workflows,
governed by hosted rules and business logic, to enable decisions and quotes in seconds.

Cytora APIs are built on a layer of continuous data ingestion and the Cytora Risk Engine, within
which proprietary machine learning models are used to retrieve, join, structure and interrogate
information from hundreds of data sources. Under the hood, the Cytora API platform provides
a robust, secure and scalable foundation to orchestrate systems from an array of APIs and
microservices, helping to lessen the dependency on legacy software vendors and consultancyled builds, which currently consume substantial effort and resource to manage and maintain.
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05.
Adopting an API platform
for underwriting
For insurers seeking efficiencies through adoption of APIs, it is important to understand how
participation in the API economy fits into your digital strategy. Most organisations adopt a
bimodal strategy that maintains existing systems while exploring how APIs can enhance and
ultimately replace these systems. It is also important to align the organisation and culture
around desired business outcomes, and find the right teams to work on these opportunities.
Assuming both digital strategy and business outcomes are established, adopting an API
platform is deliberately straightforward. Unlike major software purchases, your team can select
and begin working with an API platform in a matter of weeks. Crucially, different business
units can begin to adopt the technology at different times allowing you to test, learn and verify
benefits of the APIs – and socialise success stories – without locking in to a single large-scale
transformation project (Figure 4). Alongside these projects you should seek to evaluate and
build supporting technology and channels to ultimately engage a full ecosystem of audiences.

High

3.
Having successfully navigated the
transition, all underwriting operations
and reporting is built on the API
platform. You business can quickly
adapt to launch new products or
engage new markets.
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Proportion of underwriting activities
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savings and scalable models
2.
As initial projects report
success, build out API
consumption by these teams,
and roll out further across
your business.
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1.
Initial projects with receptive &
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Short term

Transitioning throughout time
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Figure 4. By identifying short-term opportunities, insurers can navigate the transition to long-term value. Working with an API platform
helps insurers flexibly integrate new services. A typical pathway sees initial adoption from teams who want to address specific
inefficiencies in the underwriting workflow, followed by incremental roll-out both along the underwriting workflow, and to other business
teams. In the longer term, an insurer’s global underwriting operations can be almost entirely constructed on platform foundations.
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Here are some initial project suggestions for entrepreneurial business teams:
•

Underwriting teams could use risk score APIs to rank open market submissions by appetite,
profitability, and win likelihood, automatically declining submissions that are out of appetite.

•

Pricing teams could use data APIs to augment static rating models to set a more precise
premium for each underlying risk.

•

E-trade managers could use search, score and price APIs to build fully automated quotation
platforms powered by a continuous data advantage.

•

Reinsurance underwriting teams could use data APIs to correct and enrich portfolios, to
benchmark submissions by quality, and build out their differentiated service offering.

In our experience a typical route to adoption involves an insurer working with a technology
partner to scope an initial project that addresses a specific underwriting inefficiency, with
progressive adoption of the platform throughout the organisation as value is proved.

06.
Case study: An API-enabled
SME direct product
As an example of how adopting an API platform for underwriting can enable innovative
insurance products, we present a direct-to-SME quotation product, built using Cytora APIs. A
global insurer approached Cytora wanting to launch a new product for UK business owners
to buy SME insurance online. With no previous underwriting history in the UK, the company
needed a solution that would enable them to launch and grow premium in a new geography.
The solution was to use Cytora APIs to build an SME quote platform that allows business owner
customers to easily buy insurance direct (Figure 5).
By building on the Cytora API Platform, the insurer was able to launch a direct SME product in
a new territory with no prior underwriting history in less than 180 days. The SME product uses
Cytora Search APIs to identify the company seeking insurance, and match it to the appropriate
data record without asking questions of the insured. The Configure API identifies if the risk is
within the insurer’s appetite, controls the pricing logic, and manages any additional questions
needed. Score and Price APIs combine to rate the risk and provide a quote to the customer, and
the Policies API interfaces with the insurer’s existing policy management system. Cytora’s data
and models provide the data advantage needed to accurately assess and price each risk, and
the Cytora API Platform provides a robust, secure and scalable foundation for the product.
With the product launched, the e-trade manager has full control over appetite with dynamic
pricing tools, and the whole underwriting process is completely automated, enabling low-cost
premium growth with no referrals. Business owners get a seamless customer experience
through web or mobile, where the focus can tilt away from underwriting questions and more
towards ensuring that cover is correct and valuable to the cover holder.
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Figure 5. A platform-enabled insurance product. Here the Cytora API Platform provides a robust, secure and scalable foundation for
the insurer’s Direct SME product. Cytora’s data lake provides the data advantage needed to accurately assess and price each risk. The
building block APIs of Search, Price, Score, Configure and Policies provide full control over the process.

07.
Conclusions and perspectives
Commercial underwriting is expensive to deliver, informed by poor data, and highly reliant on
inefficient manual processes. Following the lead of banking, investment and loan underwriting
industries, insurers are looking to adopt artificial intelligence and API platforms to reduce
the cost of delivering their services, and leverage a competitive data advantage. APIs will
accelerate the transformation of insurance, by providing the enabling technology to automate
low level underwriting tasks, and combine these tasks into controllable business workflows.
The Cytora API Platform provides flexible API components to build efficient underwriting
processes, reducing expenses and achieving profitable growth in e-trade, direct and open
market underwriting. By reimagining underwriting using an API platform, insurerance leaders
can find new efficiencies, improve operating ratios and enhance customer experiences.
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Cytora transforms underwriting for commercial insurance. Our platform
enables insurers to underwrite more accurately, reduce frictional costs,
and achieve profitable growth.
Contact us to find out how build, customise, and deploy underwriting
components to serve your digital transformation needs.
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